
AOL’s completely 
FREE Internet tria 

FREE 15 hour AOL trial FREE Member Support 

FREE Parental Controls PLUS No Internet Phone Bill 

Your FREE trial starts HERE... 

FREE 15 hour AOL trial FREE Member Support 

FREE Parental Controls PLUS No Internet Phone Bill 



WS Completely ‘15 hour trial 

(V) It’s easy to use! 

) Fast navigation 

7 email addresses and Instant Messaging 

Parental Controls 

‘V) Worldwide Internet access 

17 exclusive channels 

Member Support 7 days a week 

*Your 15 FREE hours must be used within your first month online... 



This is a completely free’ trial with no Internet 
phone bill or subscription fee for your first 

month. At AOL, we want to ensure that you 

get the most out of your trial. And, with 

absolutely NO charges incurred, you have no 

excuse but to sign on now! 

_ What’s more, you can save up to £36 because 

with AOL’s FREE trial, there are no Internet 

phone charges. 

*Your 15 FREE hours must be used within your first month online. 

**15 hours x 60 minutes at 4p per minute peak rate from 8am - 6pm during weekends = £36 
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Connie’s New Member Guide contains everything you need to 
know from emails and the Internet to the exclusive benefits you 
can only get with AOL. 

Don’t miss out on what you can a online - sani a tour now! 
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Send an Email 

or Have a Chat 

ZoeDawst: Hi Liz, How are you? This Instant Messaging 

Service with AOL is really good! 

Lizstj: Hi Zoe, | agree this is great. Now we can chat in 

real time and it's less than a cost of a phone call. So how 

Reminder - AOL will never ask gou for your password 

Q $ END or billing information. 
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Parental Controls 

Lt fs AOL Parental Controls -- - Kepword: PARE} 

You no longer need to - Baa Parental Controls 

worry about what your GIVING PARENTS PEACE OF MIND 
AOL Parental Controls let you protect your 

kids are accessing on the children online. Here's how: 

e Click Create Screen Names to choose a name for 

each family member. e 

j nte rnet with AO :. elf you've already chosen screen names, click Set 

Parental Controls to customise each child's access 

to people and places on AOL and the Internet. 

Not only do we provide a 

whole channel devoted 

to Kids including News, 

Games and Chat, we also aravide you with Parental Controls. 

So you can decide whether you want your kids to see our special 

areas for Kids Only, Young Teens or Mature Teens or let them 

access all of the Web. The Choice is yours... 
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Book your next holiday... 

AOL’s Travel Channel provides plenty of ideas on places to visit 

Li = and how to get there. Plus, travel guru Alan Whicker has gone 

nme =" 1 online exclusively with AOL contributing 
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"As a long time member of AOL, at least 4-5 years, I feel | must write and tell you 

how helpful and friendly your staff are. | must now also thank you for providing 

an 0800 free access phone number for my price plan. Keep up the good work, you 

are miles in front of the competition." 

". . . AOL was my second ISP and | have remained with you ever since, despite 

trying almost all of the others on the way. My wife likes your interface and has 

consistently found you to be simple and easy to use." 

"With the recent launch of its ‘Off Peak All The Time’ pricing... AOL is better value 

than ever...AOL has long been a favourite with Net users for its ease of use and 

wide-ranging content." 

"Of them all, AOL is the best of the online services — it has bags of content, is 

attractively presented, easy to use and has a built in parental control system that’s 

second to none." 
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